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LA.A.2.2.2 Author’s Purpose pg. 207

1.  What was the author’s purpose in telling the story of the hat?

A.  To support his opinion of Storm’s cleverness. *
B.   To inform readers that Storm likes to dig in the snow.

      (incorrect interpretation of the author’s purpose)
C.   To show readers how easy it is to lose things in the snow.

      (inappropriate inference about the author’s perspective)
D.   To teach readers that working with dogs can bring many

adventures.
    (detail that does not represent author’s purpose)

LA.A.1.2.3 Vocabulary pg. 208

2.  Read this sentence from the story.

I went back to the sled, reached down to disengage the hook and
when I did, the dogs exploded forward.

Which word(s) has almost the SAME meaning as exploded?

A.   fell
      (incorrect meaning of word)

B.   blew up
      (incorrect meaning of word)

C.   charged *
D.   stepped

      (plausible but incorrect based on the text)
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LA.A.2.2.7 Compare and Contrast pg. 211

3. How was Storm’s reaction different from the other dogs when the
stove was brought out?

A.  The other dogs growled and snorted at the stove while Storm
was silent.

      (incorrect comparison)
B.   The other dogs watched the sled being loaded while Storm

looked away.
(plausible but incorrect based on the text)

C.   Storm was screaming to run while the other dogs sat and stared
at the stove.

      (incorrect comparison)
D. Storm watched the stove being loaded onto the sled while the

other dogs faced forward. *

LA.E.1.2.2 Plot Development and Conflict pg. 211

4.  When does the author start letting you know that Storm has identified
the stove as an enemy?

A.  When Storm growls at the stove. *
B.   When Storm does a perfect double take.

       (plausible but incorrect response based on the text)
C.   When Storm watches them load the sled.

       (inference not appropriate to text)
D.   When Storm turns and faces the sled.

      (inference not appropriate to text)
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LA.E.2.2.1 Cause and Effect pg. 214

5.   Storm carried a stick in his mouth to communicate with his owner that
he

A.  was hungry
      (incorrect cause)

B.   wanted to play fetch
       (plausible but incorrect based on the text)

C.   thought everything was all right *
D.   was exhausted and needed to rest

        (incorrect cause)

LA.A.2.2.1 Main Idea pgs. 206 - 214

6.    If the story “Woodsong” needed a new title, which would be BEST?

A.  “One Winter”
      (inference not supported by the text)

B.  “The Sled Race”
     (inference not supported by the text)

C. “The Enormous Stove”
    (plausible but incorrect response based on the text)

D. “Many Miles with Storm” *


